MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Request for Exception to Army Regulation 670-1 for Main Command Post Operational Detachments (MCP-OD) Shoulder Sleeve Insignia

1. Reference:

2. Effective immediately all Soldiers assigned to a MCP-OD unit partnered with a Corps or Division are authorized to wear the partnered unit’s Shoulder Sleeve Insignia for training and deployment. Each Corps and Division has one identified MCP-OD projected to augment their staff when required for deployment. These alignments balance the advantages of long-term relationships between units versus relationships based on mission, regional combatant commands, or contingency focus.

3. Point of contact for this action is SGM Anthony J. Moore, Uniform Policy Branch at Anthony.j.moore12.mil@mail.mil or (703) 695-5473.

Thomas C. Seamands
Lieutenant General, GS
Deputy Chief of Staff, G-1
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Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command
U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command/Army Strategic Command
U.S. Army Cyber Command
U.S. Army Medical Command
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U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Military District of Washington
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command
U.S. Army Installation Management Command
U.S. Army Human Resources Command
U.S. Army Marketing and Engagement Brigade
Superintendent, United States Military Academy
Director, U.S. Army Acquisition Support Center
Executive Director, Arlington National Cemetery
Commandant, U.S. Army War College
Director, Civilian Human Resources Agency
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